Honda civic brake problems

Honda Civic owners have reported 21 problems related to brake disc caliper under the service
brakes category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Honda Civic based on all problems reported for the Civic.
Com main st, suite 19, san francisco, CA dba "callahan brake parts" sold on amazon. Com this
supplier has sold and is selling unsafe rebuilt brake calipers. There are several rubber seals in
brake calipers. If a rubber part fails, water will enter critical parts causing them to rust and seize.
This may result in unsafe brake operation or brake failure. On our car this caused a brake
caliper to seize causing uneven braking. An inspection found all the rubber parts in the affected
calipers had disintegrated. The calipers were approximately 22 months old. Clearly inferior
rubber material was used in the manufacture of these products. See all problems of the Honda
Civic. I had a total hub failure. Luckily I was only going about 9mph in a parking lot making a
slight turn when the failure occurred. I had to have the mechanic replace the knuckle, hub,
bearing, caliper and bracket along with abs sensor. If I would've been on the freeway it would've
been really bad. The car has 95k miles and maintenances regularly. Here we are again after 6
months with another couple hundred dollars in brakes. Have spend over dollars on pads, rotors
and calipers. Car still wearing out brakes in under 10k. This issue needs to be addressed.
Countless folks have had the same issue with this model year. Something is not right in the
brake design or materials. When I was checking the air pressure in my tires, I noticed that the
front passenger side brake caliper was cracked at the mounting point. Dealer inspected it and
found that the brake pads were also worn at an angle - obviously due to broken caliper. I
proposed that the hub was out of spec upon delivery and that after 11, miles stresses on the
caliper caused it to break, however they disagreed and were unwilling to call the Honda area
service manager. Noticeable metallic sound coming from front left side when driving. Calipers
and pistons are also fine. Dealer can offer no reason why brake pads wore out so quickly.
Nearly all mileage is highway mileage, so the dealer's explanation of "driving habits" and "stop
and go traffic" do not seem likely. I bought a new car an driving at miles I felt rubbing feel with
brakes took car back to Honda service! Honda road tested vehicle an confirmed there was a
problem, removed pads cleaned an reinstalled. Returned car same day, this was done at miles.
Same issue on February 1, 2 weeks later took car in an now they say the calipers are sticking
car has miles they are keeping it for a week due to not having the parts. I don't feel safe, never
took car on freeway due to this issue! At 18, miles the Civic ex began to "growl" starting at
57mph. The right real wheel was also much hotter than the other three wheels after driving
about 20 miles. The problem became worse each week, to the point I had to take the car to the
dealer to be checked out. The dealer told me that the brake pads were stuck, as well as the
brake "slides", and that they "adjusted" them. They also told me that both back tires needed to
be replaced because the "cords were torn". While the dealer says they will investigate the
problem with the Honda rep, they say that there are no known problems with Honda Civic
brakes. Which seems odd when there is a class action lawsuit filed against Honda for Civic
brake issues. I am writing this note to you so other Honda Civic owners can be made aware. I
have owned 3 Civics and 1 pilot and not had issues until purchasing this brand new Civic ex in
February of The car is not driven winters, and only driven on the highway. Honda should be
made to own up to this issue of sticking brake calipers, and correct it before someone gets
seriously hurt. Purchased car new from Honda dealership. Front brake pads replaced the first
time at approximately along with a faulty caliper, they were replaced again in approximately
miles 6 months later. Now the wheel alignment is completely off at just around just over miles.
There are numerous complaints related to the brake problem with this year vehicle as well as a
class action lawsuit out of California. Doing some research, I found out that there very well
could be a link between the alignment problem and the brakes. Purchased this Civic in June and
just put the second set of pads on this week. First set at 21, Uneven premature wear on the left
inner pad indicating that the pads are remaining in contact with the rotor. Also experiencing a
burning smell. Right side pads are almost new. Personal mechanic told me that there was a
problem with the caliper and recommended I take it to the dealer the first time. I did and it "was
normal wear". Hard to believe that so many are experiencing the same problem. This is my 5th
Honda and I have never been as disappointed. There is a problem and Honda needs to step up
and fix the problem before something serious happens. Premature wearout of front braking
pads and discs on Honda Civic with 22, miles. The car was primarily driven highway miles and
is only 12 months old just coming out of it's first winter. The right front had a fully worn out pad
and a half worn out pad along with heat distress on the rf rotor indicating caliper sticking and
pad not retracting from rotor. Left front pads had significantly uneven wear on the same pad
from front to back again indicating something in the braking system is sticking. Took the car to
a Honda dealer where they could only repeat the word "brake pads are not covered under
warranty". I explained to them that brake pads are not covered under warranty if they are

functioning properly and wear out. If they do not function properly and stick, over heat and do
not retract in the first year, something is significantly wrong in the design. Gm and Ford have
been designing very good brake systems that last 40k 50k or more miles. With the Honda Civic,
because of significant uneven pad wear, a "brake job" has to be performed at every third old
change. This is a defective design that involves safety and these cars should be recalled and
given a fix. Customer stated squeel noise heard from left front wheel area, best heard when
swerving back and forth verified by Honda technician on road test. Technician found front
brakes pads worn out. The last service having the most exhorbitant charge for the same
service. The contact owns a Honda Civic. The contact stated that whenever the brakes were
engaged, the vehicle would shake violently. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic.
The technician diagnosed that the front calipers and rotors were defective and as a result, the
front braking system needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was not made aware of the
failure. The vehicle was repaired. The failure mileage was 90, and the current mileage was ,
Front driver's inside brake pad worn down to 1 millimeter. I noticed the squealing sound last
week and it has progressively gotten worse. The inside piston on the driver caliper is not
recovering after brake is applied therefore causing pad to wear out prematurely. This is an
ongoing issue with Honda accords but after researching this, it is an ongoing problem for
Honda Civics as well. The contact stated that whenever she applied the brakes while driving at
approximately 35 mph or less, the vehicle would drive extremely rough as if she were driving on
an uneven road surface. The vehicle was taken to an authorized dealer where the contact was
informed that the rear rotors and calipers were damaged. The rear rotors were replaced and the
rear calipers were cleaned. Approximately ten days later, the contact noticed the rear rotors
were rusting. The vehicle was not taken in to be examined for the cause of failure. The failure
mileage was 6, and the current mileage was 6, I own a Honda Civic purchased new with under
25, miles. I immediately had to have to rotors resurfaced when I took delivery of the vehicle. As I
was driving home, I could feel the brakes pulsating when I applied the brakes. I returned to the
dealer and they had to resurface the rotors then. After that, the first problem I had was with the
rear wheel bearings and the left rear brakes pads, caliper, rotor. At approximately 18k both rear
wheel bearings needed to be replaced, the left rear caliper was frozen, the pads were worn due
to that and the rotor needed to be resurfaced. The repairs were covered under warranty and no
explanation could be given as to a reason for the premature wear. Both rear rotors had to be
resurfaced again! Also, this morning, the "side air bag off" indicator light came on and now
needs to go back for service again 2nd time in a week. At 10, miles my Honda Civic developed
loud squealing in the front brakes. They would make this noise at any speed. After much back
and forth with nearest dealership they finally replaced them for free. They claimed there was dirt
in them, or, alternatively, I rode the brakes too hard. Neither was the case. About 6 weeks later
the brakes squealed so loud people blocks away stopped to look for hundreds of miles on a trip
home after a holiday visit. That stopped after the car garaged overnight. Called Honda corporate
to report problem, was treated badly, all my fault, what could they do? Feel that anything that
causes brakes to wear out prematurely is a safety issue that should be addressed. So far the
replacement pads have held up. We had our local mechanic check them out after that
screeching long trip and he found nothing wrong, no wear, calipers not stuck, etc. I replaced the
rotor, pad, and caliper with original Honda parts. My daughter has complained that this car's
braking is "unstable". Now at 34, miles the front inner pads are worn to metal again. The outer
pads and rear shoes are still very serviceable. I called the dealer and Honda and they both fail to
admit a problem or offer a solution. I think this car's brakes have a design flaw that causes the
front inner pads to wear out prematurely. And I think this flaw also causes unstable braking. I
have the car and the old parts for inspection. In April the contact noticed a cracking noise while
applying the brakes. However, once the vehicle was in motion and stopped at any time there
after the noise was no longer heard. The brake noise occurred every initial startup of the
vehicle, after it has been stopped for a period of time, and the brake was applied shortly after
ignition. The contact took the vehicle to thomason Honda of gladstone, oregon. The contact
stated that the front brakes MA DE a cracking noise. The dealer described it as a clicking noise
and referred to it as being a normal characteristic of the vehicle's brake system. The contact
wrote two letters to Honda. The first letter from Honda motors, on April 25,, explained that the
noise was caused by the switch partner not fitting squarely in the brake casing. The contact
wrote a second letter to Honda of America pointing this issue. The contact received a reply
letter may 18, from Honda motor explaining that the clearance between the brake caliper
brackets can cause the pads to hit the caliper bracket when first applying the brakes, causing
the noise. Consumer was informed the front brake caliper was leaking. Mr the dealer tightened a
loose bolt. The brakes were making a rumbling sound. The car would also shake real bad at
times while driving on the freeway, however I didn't realize it was the brakes at this time. I took

the car to cush Honda. They said the rotors and brake pads had hot spots. They machined the
rotors and replaced the brake pads. I got the car back and I began having problems when I
started to drive the car. It wouldn't seem to accelerate. It was a while before I couldn't get the
car to move hardly at all, so I slammed on the brakes and it was then I realized it was the brakes
locking up. The car was still shaking real bad at times on the freeway, but I still didn't realize it
was the brakes because if I slowed down it would quit shaking. My husband then took the car to
tipton Honda in el cajon, CA. He told them what cush had done and that the brakes had gotten
worse. Tipton felt the left front caliper was sticking. They replaced the caliper and also replaced
the front brake pads, which cush had just replaced two months earlier, because they were burnt
again. I got the car back and it immediatly started to lock up again. I returned it to tipton that
next Monday. They had the car several days and finally called to tell us that the brake fluid was
contaminated. The dealer did not know what it was contaminated with, he determined that it was
contaminated because the diaphram in the fluid reservoir was swollen so bad they couldn't get
it back in. The Honda corp. Refused to repair the car because tipton said the brake fluid was
contaminated. This car has never been to any service center but these two and I have never lent
out my car to anyone so I know that if the fluid is contaminated, it is from a defective brake
system or it was contaminated while one of these two Honda dealers worked on it. If it was
contaminated by one of these two dealers, then the brake system was defective anyway. I have
not driven this car since I got it back in February. I have talked to an attor. The brakes would
squeak when the pedal was depressed. Consumer thought that the pads needed to be replaced.
Upon inspection of the brakes and pads by the dealership, they noticed that the calipers had
locked up which caused premature wear of the brake pad and uneven wear of the right front tire.
The cause of the caliper locking up has not been determined. Car Problems. Brake Disc Caliper
problem of the Honda Civic 1. Brake Disc Caliper problem of the Honda Civic 2. Brake Disc
Caliper problem of the Honda Civic 3. Brake Disc Caliper problem of the Honda Civic 4. Brake
Disc Caliper problem of the Honda Civic 5. Brake Disc Caliper problem of the Honda Civic 6.
Brake Disc Caliper problem of the Honda Civic 7. Brake Disc Caliper problem of the Honda Civic
8. Brake Disc Caliper problem of the Honda Civic 9. Brake Disc Caliper problem of the Honda
Civic Service Brakes problems. Brake Disc Pads problems. Brakes Failed problems. Brake
Electric Antilock problems. Brake Foundation Components problems. Brake Light On problems.
Brake Master Cylinder problems. Brake Disc problems. Brake Disc Rotor problems. The Honda
Civic is a car that has been loved by Americans for decades. We've fixed thousands of lemon
problems. Message or call today. The service brakes on any vehicle are one of the most
essential safety systems. These brakes must work properly in order to stop the car. When they
malfunction, a crash is inevitably imminent. The first time, I was on the highway, and merging
from an on ramp. The car suddenly dead stopped, brakes fully engaged. There was a car next to
me, but nothing in front of me to cause the braking system. Luckily, no one was behind me. The
second occurrence I was traveling about 30 mph on a local road. There was nothing anywhere
around me. It screeched the car to a halt. I was at a dead stop, in the middle of an intersection.
Instead, it put this owner into more danger. Instead of using the Service Bulletins to discuss
this malfunction, the automaker simply talks about wheel changes to some of the models. The
vehicle and its wheels will be sitting at the junkyard. It would be impossible to drive without a
functioning steering wheel. The steering system contains more than just a wheel. All of these
parts must work seamlessly together to provide the on-road performance drivers expect. The
assembly itself cannot be relubricated as the entire assembly is sealed. Honda would need to
replace the entire part that incorporates the assembly. However, technicians are stating that this
is unneeded and normal part of the car. This is in actuality, untrue and can be ultimately
dangerous for the driver. The company has chosen, once again, to ignore numerous
complaints. Loyal Honda owners are choosing a different brand and jumping ship before the
defective brakes, engine or steering causing an accident. When an engine runs the way it
should, the car is considered reliable and fun to drive. Many Honda owners stay with the brand
because of past dependability. The Honda Civic leaves a lot to be desired. It seems to come with
a malfunctioning engine. Oil dilution. Strong gasoline vapors. Gasoline mixing with oil in
engine. The only time a driver should smell gasoline is when they stand at the pumps. Other
than that, the fuel should never come in contact with the oil in the engine. While the company
has remained quiet about this issue as well, they are looking into an oil leak. Through
Manufacturer Communication APaS, they have asked dealers for more information on 2. For
them to go this far indicates that this leaking is a prevalent issue. Otherwise, the automaker
would have done what they do best â€” ignore the problem. Think you have a lemon? Sit back
and let the experts work aid your lemon at no cost to you. The law makes Honda pay legal fees.
You may be able to get your lemon out of your life. Lemberg Law is a consumer law firm helping
victims of bad manufacturing and run-arounds from auto companies. Call our Helpline today!

There is no charge unless we win. Share your story. Does this ring a bell? Have you had a bad
experience too? Sound off and share your experience with other visitors in the comment box
below. The car has 6, miles on it. I am leasing a Honda Civic Sport. I was told by the Honda
service dept. It is covered by warranty. The mileage is 10, mi. Am I able to get out of this lease if
I decide to? The brakes did not work. I hit a wall of a building. Airbags were deployed and I
broke a finger. Was not able to stop on time â€¦. Write a comment below to share online. Or,
instead you can send a secure message to our legal team. Email is required to block spam, but
will not be published. Please select your star rating. Describe your legal concern or comment
Briefly describe your experience Briefly describe your experience. Please enter a valid email
adress. Please enter a valid phone number. Want to know if you could sue? Get free legal
evaluation Lemberg Law? Yes No. Thank you for requesting your free case evaluation. One of
our staff members will call you shortly. In the meantime, you are welcome to call us right away
at We look forward to working with you to resolve your legal issues. Brakes, steering and
engine issues among the top complaints received by the NHTSA from vehicle owners. You have
legal rights to cash, return or buyback. Who are we? We are Lemberg Law, a Consumer Law
Firm Lemberg Law is a consumer law firm helping victims of bad manufacturing and
run-arounds from auto companies. Share your story Does this ring a bell? Michael H September
28, Ralph August 16, Ruth A February 26, Ernie November 14, Please enter a valid phone
number Want to know if you could sue? Your Info Was Received Thank you for requesting your
free case evaluation. We need a little more info to start your case review. Please fill in the red
fields above. Your Message Briefly describe the problem Briefly describe the problem.
Confidentiality Guarantee: We keep your information completely confidential and will not send
you spam or sell your information. Forums New posts Search forums Search images. Showcase
New items New comments Latest reviews Search showcase. Members Registered members
Current visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. Image
Searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Search images. Log in. Change style. Contact us. Close
Menu. Forums General General 10th Gen Discussions. JavaScript is disabled. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Electronic Parking
Brake Problem. Thread starter roth91 Start date Jun 24, First Prev 4 of 4 Go to page.
CivicTouring said:. Again knock off the scare mongering, there are no reported issues with the
electronic parking brake activating by itself while driving down the road including expressways.
You are attempting to scare people into thinking there is a problem with the electric parking
brake activating on its own when the fact is there are no reported problems of the electronic
parking brake ever activating on its own while driving down the road. The only documented
issue with the electronic parking brake was if you turned off the car before the electronic
parking brake was done setting the electronic parking brake would not complete the function,
that was cured via a Honda software update that keeps power to the electronic parking brake
until it has finished setting. You can jump up and down and make false claims all you want but
there are no reported issues with your bogus claim. You don't do anyone any good when you
make up phony problems and run to an internet site and start telling people to get their car to
Honda or your electronic parking brake might activate while you are traveling 75 MPH down the
expressway. You have never experienced the electronic parking brake activating on its own
while you were driving down the road, instead you set it in your mind that this might happen
when the facts say you are wrong. Last edited: Jun 13, Last edited: Jun 14, It broke, so it
doesn't brake anymore But yeah one of my very top and very few gripes with the Si Shoulda
made the damn thing manual in the first place Like the transmission. And I will repeat myself
again for those that think I am spreading fear When the dealership realized I had the problem
they refused to release my car to me until they fixed it. The logic is that it is a computer
malfunction. Our electronic parking brake is run by a computer. Did anyone experience the
parking brake lock on its own while driving in the past? I don't know. Is it locking on its own
while the car is parked? Can it malfunction and lock the parking brake on its own while driving?
Certainly anything is a possibility with a malfunctioning computer. It was bad enough for a
dealership to refuse to give me my car back when I said I would return it the next day. The
dealership didn't want to take that chance for liability reasons. Do you want to take the chance?
All I am trying to say is if you have the problem don't ignore it. It is FREE! It is just a software
update. Even if you are out of warranty they will still update the software for free. If you think I
am just spreading fear, then ignore the problem and let me know if your parking brake locks up
while you are driving. Maybe then you can prove me and the dealership wrong and say I am
over reacting. However, it has still thrown error codes even after that and would not let me out
of the driveway until I would turn the car off and on and try to fight with it until the code went
away and EPB disengaged. Last night, I was chilling in the car while my hubs filled it up with
gas. All of a sudden, I heard the mechanical noise associated with the EPB when it turns on.

Guess what - the "parking brake" is also your "Emergency Brake"! Take it in to the dealership
and insist you have a problem. The person that deals directly with the customers tried to blow it
off they usually don't know anything about mechanics. Insist that the technician check it out.
Once the technician got a hold of my car he knew about the software update. They actually
wouldn't let me leave with the car once he realized what the problem was it was a safety issue
and they didn't want to be liable. Good luck and get it fixed! It is just a simple software update
that won't take long and it is free. How do you use it as an E-Brake? The brake won't latch down
if the wheels are turning. Pull the switch UP and hold it - look it up in your Owner's manual
under Braking - Braking System - Parking Brake It's in bold "If you pull up and hold the electric
parking brake switch while driving, the brakes on all four wheels are applied by the VSA system
until the vehicle come to a stop. The electric parking brake then applies, and the switch should
be released. I'll add support to what the gentleman claims happened with his emergency brake
engaging on its own. My Civic just did the same last week for the second time I've had the
vehicle. The first time was about a year ago. The dealership got that glossy-glaze look on their
faces like I was making it up. I did a quick search of the forums and found several others who
had it happen to them as well, including a gentleman that said his engaged on him twice while
he was driving. Anyway, they did their hocus pocus with the software recall and for a year it
hadn't happened again until last week. I got into my car to start it up and an "Emergency Brake
System Failure" warning came up and my car wouldn't move. I had to turn off the car and restart
it in order to disengage the brake. I take it to the dealership next week. By the way, during the
first bout of this lunacy they also had to replace my dead radio. And now, my radio is acting up
again, my sunroof leaks, my auto-lock doesn't function properly, if at all, etc. I wanted this car to
be a car that I could keep for more than 10 years, but it scares the hell out of me thinking the
parking brake will start acting up in the future. So to call all of this scare mongering, is
irresponsible and uneducated on the subject. I never use a parking brake so it's not a situation
of "maybe I turned it on or maybe I didn't". The only time I got that message is when I held up
the parking brake button. I thought we also has the "auto on" feature where when you put it in
park it'll also automatically engage the parking brake, but I found out after 3 tries civics don't
come with that. My battery went bad last night miles and it threw up the parking brake error
message. The brake would not release until I pushed really hard on the foot brake Was this due
to the faulty Honda battery from day 1? I will update this after I get a new warranty batter. You
must log in or register to reply here. Member Posted Images. Forums New posts Search forums
Search images. Showcase New items New comments Latest reviews Search showcase.
Members Registered members Current visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search
Advanced searchâ€¦. Image Searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Search images. Log in.
Change style. Contact us. Close Menu. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please
enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Electric parking brake problem. Thread
starter looopson Start date Mar 29, Prev 1 2 3 4 Next. First Prev 2 of 4 Go to page. D Money
said:. Thanks man. This confirms my suspicions. Civics are the best and any "problem" we
encounter is not really a problem. Long live the Civic. Billy Senior Member. RedTouringMA
said:. Exact same thing happened to me ONCE, about 2 months ago, I have not ever used my
parking brake either. The dealership checked the computer and no errors, never happened
again. Billy said:. Immediately after starting it too lol. Never saw it again I understand tech can
be buggy, so if there's an "error" that pops up once and never again - I'm not really worried. I
was scared to death about the parking brake one for about 2 weeks, then I got over it LOL. Yeah,
same here! It was immediately after a really heavy rain that night, too so I figured that may have
played a role? Calico47 New Member. Hey Here's my latest issue: I got in my car this evening
after leaving the gym and started it. I put the vehicle in to reverse but it would not move. I know I
did not press it when I got to the gym! I turned the car off, restarted it, and tried again, same
problem. I pushed the parking brake button down, restarted the car, and it was fine. Has anyone
else had this error show up on their console screen? I hope it doesn't happen again but with the
turbo surging problem which I've noticed on the highway!!! I still need to get that fixed by the
dealership I feel like are batteries are really cheap and were just feeling tbat down the line. I'm
going to go with better battery and see if some of the electrical issues go away. I'll report back if
it works! Calico47 said:. This actually happened to me yesterday. I could not get it to go in
reverse or anything. I called Honda Roadside Assistance another issue.. He showed me how to
unlock the brakes. However, I'm going back to Honda tomorrow I've only had the car 3 months. I
feel like that happened to me as well. Leaving the battery disconected for 20 min fixed it. My car
has an electric parking brake problem too. The problem is that it has an electric parking brake.
Sorry to bring up an older thread, didn't want to create a new one Turned car off and back on,
still there, but was able to push on the brake and turn the parking brake off, then the error went
away. Drove home no issues, got home and engaged and dis-engaged the parking brake several

times without trouble. I called the dealer and they told me to bring it in to get it checked out. I
am going to take it in next Saturday, seems like it might be a fluke, probably fine to drive as long
as it doesn't come back on right? You must log in or register to reply here. Member Posted
Images. Submit An Answer. Ryan S. Editors choice. If the honda civic is not starting and has a
brake system problem indicator light on will likely be due to a problem with the electronic
parking brake that is stuck. Helpful 1. Helpful Alma P. If a honda civic won't start due to the
brake it is likely related to the electronic parking brake that is stuck on and you will want to pull
the fuse to that. Jordan Tazewell. I am having the same issue. Did anything figure out the
problem? Helpful 6. Should anyone be googling and come across this page, let me tell you now,
this is an easy fix. Vikram Parthasarathy. Helpful 4. Hey sometimes in my dash of my honda
civic it shows the braking system and my car want startwithout and bust and ltook it to the shop
and they said it wasnothing. Helpful 3. I just had this problem it gave me brake system problem,
electric brake system problem etc this may work for some of you my car just needed a jump and
it was good. Helpful 2. Just jump start your car. Leave your answer Name. For Sale Near Me. The
Questions and Answers on this page are the statements and opinions of their respective
authors and not VehicleHistory. Continue to Overview. So how do you find out what problems
are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you
are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the
word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. Everytime I start
the car I get a low tire pressure warning, I have checked all four tire pressures and the spare
repeatedly, and regardless of wether I fill them with the correct pressure or not the TPMS does
not stop signaling low tire pressure. Warning has not gone away since it came up despite
correcting pressure bi-weekly. Currently has been 6 months. Also occasionally the car will
brake by itself both on the highway and around neighborhoods low speeds and high and
without anyone in front. Shift was in neutral with my foot on brake pedal. After a while, my car
started moving forward. I pushed harder on the brake pedeal but no response and coasted into
rear of car. One person in each car and nobody injured. Fearful that brake failure would occur
again, had car towed to local Honda dealer where purchased. Receipt to me indicted they did
diagnostic testing, inspected brake system and test drove car. Of Honda svc. Due to my
negative survey responses. Stated that FCM is designed not to work when car in neutral or
reverse. I consider lack of FCM in neutral to be a serious safety design flaw. Took down my info.
And asked what I wanted from Honda. I said they need to determine why the brake failure
happened and what can be done so I have confidence that it will never occur again. She then
gave me a case and stated that it would need to be referred to the "level 1" dept. Of the local
Honda svc. Of local Honda svc. I own the 6 speed manual trans hatchback sport. Purchased
Aug 12, Last night I exited the vehicle, wanting to keep it running and use he headlights to seeput the car in neutral and applied parking brake. Brake failed and car rolled across the parking
lot. I religiously apply this brake. I have come to the car before in supermarket lot and such to
find the brake off, but chalked it up to having already disabled it myself. This was not the case
last night. Huge safety hazard. Needs addressing. Search CarComplaints. On two occasions, my
car's automatic braking system has engaged when nothing was in front of me. The first time, I
was on the highway, and merging from an on ramp. The car suddenly dead stopped, brakes
fully engaged. There was a car next to me, but nothing in front of me to cause the braking
system. Luckily, no one was behind me. The second occurrence I was traveling about 30 mph
on a local road. There was nothing anywhere around me. I approached a green light, and as I
was going through the intersection, the cars braking system fully engaged. It screeched the car
to a halt. I was at a dead stop, in the middle of the intersection. Monday 6. An F came to a stop
and she applied brakes accordingly. She got errors collision mitigation and she lost the ability
to brake. She read ended the F In her words it was like sliding on ice. Crash was under 20 mph
and her phone picked up software errors. Approximately the day I bought it, I noticed that when
I put the second change to a strange noise, I told the seller [xxx] and he told me that maybe it is
me who is throwing the wrong changes. Time passes and I keep going more often I call America
Honda the following month, which was in January about 3 weeks after buying the vehicle and I
tell them that I am having problems with the transmission that every time I put the second
change it makes me an strange noise, all the information is pointed out, the case number they
give me is [xxx] and in that case number is all the information previously mentioned. When I
make the first change of oil and filter of the auto I communicate what of said failure and they tell
me the car is well maybe they are theirs. On March 24 I noticed that when I put the car in second
place the change after several days took the car to the dealer yesterday March 25, and today
March 26 the manager calls me if he authorized it to lower the transmission since the codes that
the car gave him did not say anything accurate and the technician tells him that there may have
been a bad handling or a bad change and there is the communication to the service manager

[xxx] the car is new and since he bought it had a failure of transmission so mismanagement can
not be and he tells me that the technician confirm that there was a mishandling or Honda
guarantee or the extended that I put additional to the car would cover the damage and at that
time I communicate from the beginning communicate problems of transmission. Not what you
are looking for? Search for something else:. Worried about potential repair costs? An extended
warranty can provide peace of mind. See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles
with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. To see how frequently Honda Civic
problems occur, check out our car reliability stats. All years. Honda Civic repairs by problem
area. Honda Civic brake repair cost distribution. See most expensive repairs Worried about
potential repair costs? Chart based on repair trips. The repair cost chart excludes repairs made
under warranty, do-it-yourself repairs, and repair trips that include maintenance. This is due to
the racing nature of the really powerful and fade-free brakes. They also leave a good bit of brake
dust on the wheel rims. After discussing it with some other Type R owners, I decided to leave
them be for now at least. When they are worn out, I may switch over to less aggressive pads to
quiet the squeaks. Otherwise the car drives fantastically well. Snow tires have made the
handling predictably a little less responsive during cornering, but so far no problem at all with
traction on snow. Rotors resurfaced. The technicuan tried reset the unit and recalibrated, but
the warning resurfaced. Replaced calpbers, rotors, brake fluid, and pads. In this car that
completely interferes with traction control, making winter driving pretty awful. Dealer replaced
components and adjusted. Cable loose in wheel well. Retainer clip for wheel speed sensor cable
broken. The caliper was replaced. Both front disks and pads replaced. Replaced single caliper
on rear. Cable boot torn, water entering brake cable, would freeze in sub zero weather locking
parking brake. Front Brake calipers had seized. They had started to go bad at 55K miles. Rear
pads replaced. Slides regreased. Rust on rear brake drums. Cleaned and lubed everything.
Changed front brake pads and cleaned rust from rotors. Premature replacement. Diagnosis of
left rear ABS senor wire with "nick" in insulation causing corrosion of wire. Wiring harness
ordered. Dealer replaced wire from left rear ABS sensor. Spliced new piece of wire from sensor
to wiring harness in trunk. Something was fastened too tightly causing the brakes to ware faster
than normal. Mechanic diagnosed as "brake caliper jam". Recommended overhaul of rear
calipers seal replacement. So the brake caliper service didn't work. This time mechanic
diagnosed a "jammed parking brake". Replaced whole caliper assembly and problem was
solved. Mechanic diagnosed as "front right brake pump jammed". Replaced front right brake
pump. Problem solved. Fuel economy took a beating too. Brake Modulator replaced. Mechanic
thinks routine parking brake use contributes to this problem vehicle has a manual transmission.
The brake pedal switch was replaced. Replaced fluid. Done under warranty. AAA towed the car
for us and we were back home within an hour. Makes noise when braking at low speed. All
brake components were replaced in the front and rear. Replaced rear rotors and pads. Rear
brake pads and rotors were worn, front rotors were warped. The front brake pads and rotors
were replaced. Based on this information I ordered new front ceramic brake pads. When I
removed the old pads I discovered that they have at least 4mm of friction surface left, not the
1mm stated by the dealer. I plan to take the removed pads to the dealership and discuss this
information with the service manager. Caliper slide bolt and rubber sheath replaced and
regreased. Replaced rear brake pads and rotors. Replaced calipers, both sets of front pads and
front rotors, machined rear rotors, and replaced rear pads. Needed to put brake fluid in once
every couple of days. New assembly caliper, pad, everything was installed. Caliper, pads
replaced. Performed front and rear brake maintenance. Noise problem fixed. Drums were not
damaged, so reused. Replaced caliper. Replaced both calipers rotors and pads. Front right rotor
warped, resurfaced. Front left wheel bearing replaced. Replaced caliper and smoothed rotor. I
replaced the front brake pads on both front wheels. The faulty master cylinder caused the
excessive brake wear which a different mechanic thought he had fixed last Oct. Current
mechanic also replaced the pads and rotor. Noted clicking noise when pressing and releasing
brakes. Disassembled and cleaned. Repaired binding calipers, all wheels. Cleaned sensor input.
Replaced OEM calipers as a set with remanufactured calipers. Solved brake pedal travel issue.
Needed adjusting. Pedal feel started to get a bit soft, and when checking the brake fluid I was
down a lot. Unexpectedly labor intensive job. It was claimed fixed without replacement in an
earlier visit to another shop. It has to be replaced this time, together with new pads and
remachined rear rotors. Brake light came on. Topped up the brake fluid and that fixed it. I guess
the dealer forgot to top it up last time I was in the shop. Brake lines rusted with leak. I did not
notice!! Replaced brake lines and fuel lines in car. Change Oil and NYS inspection renewal
sticker. Washer spray corroded replaced. Rear right drum heated up and destroyed brake shoes
and part of wheel cylinder. Replaced parking brake cable and shoes on rear right left shoes had
plenty of wear left. Brake pedal falling to floor turns out it was just really spongy. Bled brakes,

no effect. Replaced master cylinder, no effect. Found out front pads were seized in the caliper
slides and only rears were working. Replaced pads. Replaced pads and rotors. See TrueDelta's
information for all Honda models. Honda Civic Brake Problems See our lemon odds and nada
odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. The brakes
squeak when coming to a stop. After setting parking brake, handle would not release requiring
heavy pounding on release button release brakes. Two warnings came on intermittently: "check
VSA system" and "check power steering system. Front brake pads not worn evenly. Two tire
pressure sensors went bad, which causes the "check TPMS" light to go on. Parking brake was
dragging on one wheel and completely seized on the other. The rear brakes were completely
changed. Right front caliper siezed. Replaced bad right rear caliper that had just been replaced cost covered by shop that had just replaced caliper. Replaced pads and rotors on all four
wheels.. Strange rattling noise that occurred at low rpm and on startup once 18 mph was
reached. Replaced right rear parking brake cable. Complete front brake overhaul. Metallic noise
when stopping. Brakes squealing on stop. ABS light on. Brakes were nearly done with. Tyre
pressure monitoring system showed right rear wheel running hot. Right rear wheel continued to
run hot as shown my temp on my TPMS. TPMS reported front right wheel high temperature.
Front Right Brake Caliper Jammed causing the brakes to run very hot temperature is displayed
on tyre pressure monitoring system. Front and rear pads and rotors replaced; rear calipers were
stuck and replaced. Right rear brake caliper replaced; this has been a frequent repair every 2
years on average for this car. Brake pedal needed lubrication-squeaks and releases unevenly
when depressed. The "brake system" indicator lamp was illuminated, the brake lights were not
lighting when the pedal was pressed, and the car was difficult to shift out of park. Brake dust
shield became stuck against the brake pad causing an awful metal on metal noise. Rough
braking and jerking while coming to a stop. Brake vibration. The front brakes were making
sqealing noises on a periodic basis. During my most recent oil change at a Honda dealer I was
told my front brake pads were down to one mm and needed to be replaced shortly. Caliper Bolt
broke off completely from right front caliper. Left front calipers stuck. Brake assembly on
drivers side rear was leaking fluid. When making hard turns rear brakes make grinding noise.
Also discovered rear wheel cylinders failing and leaking, so they were replaced along with new
brake shoes. Redid brakes front and rear. Wasnt happy with the quality of parts used before.
One front caliper was getting stuck creating too much heat. Back to running like a champ again.
Front right caliper frozen, replaced. Replace front brake pads and rotors, replaced rear brake
drum and pads. Faulty relay. Strange no
2012 chevy malibu electrical problems
badlands turn signal module wiring diagram
2005 vw passat owners manual pdf
ise at times when car was turning or braking. The calipers on the right front wheel were broken
and had to be replaced the calipers for the other front wheel were reconditioned. Since the
broken caliper caused the right front brake pad to get worn out prematurely, both front brake
pads were replac. Replaced the master cylinder, which was malfunctioning. I heard a squeaking
chirping noise when pulling out of park - took in to check and it was my rear brake cylinders.
Front brake caliper slide pin bushing replaced. Rear calipers corroded. Replace slave cylinder
replaced last year, must have been a faulty part, still under warranty. Front right caliper worn
out, causing uneven pad wear and brake pedal travel. Brake fluid leak - lines rusted out under
body of car, near the middle. Both rear brake lines were cracked, rusty and leaking a little, and
required complete replacement. The rear calipers are stuck. Brake fluid ran down. Fail New York
State inspection. Parking brake cable seized on.

